
WISEdata Release Notes: 4/9/19 
 

Title Description/Comments 

WDP: Modified logic in rule 6768 We modified the logic in validation rule 6768 

because this rule was showing up on only one 

section, but since it is tied to multiple 

sections,  it should be visible on all of them.  

Roster: Roster program displays for each 

school section. 

We now display the Roster section program 

for each section in the school, so the section 

and program association is clear. This should 

help users review Roster data easier and save 

up to five minutes each time from not having 

to sort out programs for each section in a 

school. 

WDP: Added new Read-only user role Based on numerous user requests, we 

created a new WISEdata agency user role 

that has read-only privileges. They can review 

data in the WISEdata Portal like the regular 

agency role, but they are NOT able to: 

-Acknowledge WARNINGS 

-Add or remove bookmarks 

-Update any data on Expected Transfer 

screen 

This new feature will allow districts to 

increase the number of people who are 

collaborating around data quality and 

working on high quality data submission. 

WDP: Added WISEid column to student-level 

validation messages 

Based on another heavily requested feature, 

we implemented a WISEid column in the 

student-level validation messages to save 

users a few minutes each time when needing 

to review the data in question and make 

edits. The WISEid column is now located by 

the 'First Name' column in the validation 



message detail row when it’s a student-level 

message. 

WDP: Added Single Parent characteristic to 

Student Characteristics export 

We added the Single Parent data element to 

the Student Characteristics export (for v2 and 

v3) with a value displayed as "True" when the 

Single Parent element is submitted for a 

student. This will help users more easily 

identify the students who are single parents 

when reviewing student characteristic data. 

WDP: New Entity ID column in Validation 

Messages export 

We implemented a new column to the 

Validation Messages export for ‘Entity ID’. 

This column displays to the far right of the 

Validation Message export and may make it 

simpler for users who need to manually 

delete information in their SIS and require an 

Entity ID with which to associate the 

validation. 

 


